Dear all PROHIBIT-ICH collaborators,
We would like to thank you for your continued support during this challenging time.

**RECRUITMENT UPDATE**

- Total recruitment: 36 participants
- Recruitment target: 112 participants
- We have submitted a restart request to our Sponsor and we await a Re-Open to recruitment confirmation from them.

Please keep a screening log of potentially eligible participants or a list of ICH patients if you have staff capacity issues.

**FOLLOW UP VISITS**

3 month follow up visit – **ALL COMPLETE** now. Thank you so much!

12 month follow up visit – all parts of the visit are postponed until MRI scanners are available at your site.
- The visit should happen as close as possible to the scheduled visit, once restrictions are lifted.
- Please delay eCRF completion until then.

**RESTARTING THE TRIAL**

- Last week we asked Site Coordinators to complete form Section B from the Sponsor if they are ready to resume recruitment and the postponed 12 month follow up visits.
- Thank you to the 3 sites that have emailed these forms back to us.
- We look forward to receiving some more of your forms soon.

**BP EQUIPMENT REQUESTS**

- Please tell the Oxford Team if you have any 24 hour BP monitors that require resetting (e.g. if following storage the display is blank, and when the batteries are replaced with new ones E00 is displayed). If you return them they will be re-programmed and sent back to you ready for use.
- Also, let the Oxford Team know if you need more postage/packaging materials

**KEEP US UPDATED WITH NEWS FROM YOUR SITES!**

Please continue to send us any news or updates from your R&D and MRI departments about when recruitment and 12 month follow up visits can resume.

Please let us know if you experience any difficulties at your site that we may be able to help with.

www.prohibit-ich.org.uk
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